To: Jule L. Sigall  
Associate Register for Policy & International Affairs  

Date: 03/24/2005  
From: Byron F. Stone  

Comment:  
My mother in-law is 88 years old & has some older family portraits that appear to be orphaned (we can't tell who did the photographs & would gladly pay them their rights). The photographs are all over 50 years old & were probably done by transient photographers. None are marked in any way. I think there should be a blanket release available to shops to be able to reproduce family photographs & the family would agree to pay a fair fee if a photographer later proves that it is his work. It appears that the copyright laws are, by implication, that people are purposely trying to infringe on copyrights when the possible holder made no attempt to mark his work or assign disposition of his copyright if even exist.  

Byron F. Stone